“BC, I Love You” (2012)

Featuring 9 film shorts:

“The LoveSick Mixtape” by Zach Citarella
There is one week left until the Valentine’s Day Dance, and it seems Jake is the only guy without a date. With the help of his friends, Jake must find a girl to take before he spends Valentine’s Day alone.

“Fish in the Sea” by Sepanta Mohseni
A hopelessly romantic Boston College student grapples with self doubt and internal struggles as he gathers the courage to approach the girl he likes.
“Love (but not) Actually” by Aileen Bianchi
A comedy about 4 female college roommates who seek revenge on their fifth roommate’s ex-boyfriend. When a bit of miscommunication leads them into an uncomfortable situation, the four girls try to get to the bottom of the break-up between their roommate and her ex-boyfriend.

“Express Lane” by Professor Gautam Chopra
A former student runs into a teacher who once accused him of plagiarism on a paper. When the student declares that she was then and is still wrong now, will she realize her mistake or by pass his declarations all together?

“Danny Boy” by Mike Dillon
When Danny begins to lose his mind thinking about the girl he loves, he decides to consult his roommate, Jones. Jones, a blunt and slightly promiscuous college student, gives Danny the best advice of which he possibly can think.

“Afterglow” by Korey McIsaac
Clark, a young man recently graduated from college is enthralled with his girlfriend Alexa, but finds himself “on break” from the relationship he thought would last a thousand years. It isn’t until Alexa realizes how good she has it that Clark keeps the ball in his own court.

“Love in Context” by Brandon Moye
Based on a true story, this romance traces the relationship between two unexpected college students whose spontaneous love for each other provokes a quick, yet blind transition into unknown territory. Fear of each other’s past and paranoia about whether what they have is real plagues the health of their relationship. Will they make it through or will their love for each other tear them apart?

“A Solitary Star” by Steve Dacey
A day in the life of a BC Professor who recently became a widower. He is a kind man who is pleasant to his coworkers and students, but is introverted and reserved, leading to a lack of deep personal connections with anyone at work. He has one moment of joy that comes when his grown-up daughter calls for they are still very close, but she has a life and family of her own and cannot talk for long.

“Nights on the Heights” by Joseph Baron
A film noir revolving around a student running a private investigation business out of his dorm room who looks into a murder on campus. His search eventually leads him to a CSOM student who has started a kind of risky business to help pay his way through college.